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nests”” From Los Angeles, California, to Shanghai, China, women over age group seventy share wisdoms and
stories that are heartwarming and hilarious, insightful and witty, and philosophical and practical. Where are
their female counterparts?add vodka. Having resided decades raising children, looking after husbands,
creating &#147;Throughout history, the image of &#147; from which progeny fly out of to be productive
members of society, and frequently being forced to observe more than participate in the occasions around
them, older females have exclusive insights that help future generations not only to survive but also to
thrive.NY Times&#150; older women in our culture.t Get the Part Workplace, Dr. Lois Frankel, right now
honors and provides voice to the often marginalized and &#147;invisible”bestselling author of Nice Young
ladies Don’ is solely portrayed by males: God, Socrates, Confucius, Merlin, the aging university professor.
&#147;When existence gives you lemons,” says Jo-Ann Mercurio, born 1941, &#147; The wisdom of older
females is indisputable.wisdom”Beautifully photographed and illustrated, Ageless Females, Timeless Wisdom is
a precious record of our women’s reflections and takeaways on lives well-lived that's sure to be passed
from grandmother to child to granddaughter.
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Another inspiring book for women. That is an ideal gift for Mothers Time to all or any of the special ladies
in our life's! After scanning this book, they will recognize that ageing creates a source of knowledge that
women can hand down to their daughters, granddaughters and beyond. This is an ideal gift for Mothers Day
to all or any of the special ... History infused with inspiration I was attracted to this book while I enter
my seventh decade. Lois P. Frankel first got it right in Ageless Females, Timeless Wisdom! I enjoyed reading
approximately the lives of ladies in their 70's through 100's. We are all on a separate trip but this reminds
us that people are the same too. Five Stars Great gift for a pleasant lady in her 80's:) Five Stars Cool
book Thought provoking and heartwarming We enjoyed reading the real life stories and wisdom that was
shared in this reserve. This book will be a blessing to you and something special from heaven to the ones
that you talk about Ageless Females, Timeless Wisdom. (Sharon Coffini signed into mg husbands account ; I
think it is exhilarating,in addition to, informative.Awesome go through! Great reading! Thanks for your
commitment to advancing women. Five Stars My grandmother adored this book. Great Addition to Anyone's
Library! This is such a wonderful treasure chest of insights, recollections and words to live by from women
from around the world. Many people think ageing is a poor thing. It can help me appreciate issues more, and
value existence in general! Provokes new thought with the stories photographs and illustrations. This is a
publication of lessons to be learned, lessons to end up being taught, and a model for a lifestyle well-lived.
Frankel for this amazing collection of women! Thanks Dr. Dr. The stories of this diverse group of women, a
few of whom are centenarians, provide insight to females of incredible intestinal fortitude, kindness,
independence, sacrifice, self-discovery, determination, and love. A delight to increase anyone's library. A
treasure trove of golden nuggets of wisdom. This book is a treasure. Dr. Lois Frankel understands what
females want and need, This book ought to be read often. It belongs in everyone's home. This an excellent
book filled with so much wisdom (and humor).-) Lois will it again! Dr. Frankel has given us a tremendous gift
bringing this wisdom to light from therefore many exceptional ladies. The photos, fine art, colors and fonts
enhance the communications from the sage females who shared their life knowledge, their "Timeless
Wisdom".
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